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Thanks to Aled Singleton, Carl Meddings, 
Elia Rita, Fiona Weir, Sonia Overall and all 
the people whose path we have followed 
to make this year’s congress possible. 
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10:30

11:30 Morag Rose & Dee Heddon - Walking Publics / Walking 
Arts: walking, wellbeing and community during COVID-19

Walking Publics/Walking Arts https://walkcreate.gla.ac.uk explores 
the potential of arts to sustain, encourage and more equitably 
support walking during and recovering from a pandemic. The team 
is Dee Heddon (University of Glasgow) with Maggie O’Neill 
(University College Cork), Morag Rose (University of Liverpool), Clare 
Qualmann (University of East London) and Harry Wilson (University 
of Glasgow), advisor Carole Wright, partners Arts Canteen, Glasgow 
Life, Living Streets, MOLA, Paths for All and Ramblers Scotland with 
associates OpenClasp and Sheffield Environmental Movement. Join 
two key researchers to find out more.


Simon Cole - Blake to Benjamin

A monument to a man long dead, in an obscure railway town on the Franco-Spanish border: how interesting could that 
be? Struck by synchronicity, Simon Cole set out to recreate Walter Benjamin’s last journey, a lonely day-hike over the 
Pyrenees from France to Spain. Cole sought out the monument marking the writer’s tragic death: a memorial that is 
itself a portal. Join him in following the psychogeographical breadcrumbs, tracing the rhizome's dense network of 
interconnecting nodes and finishing up by the Mediterranean Sea.

11:00 Elspeth (Billie) Penfold - A Refracted View: An Introduction

‘A Refracted View’ is a collaboration between Thread and Word 
artists and members from East Kent Mencap. Artist and curator 
Elspeth (Billie) Penfold will introduce the project and invite 4WCoP 
attendees to compete for a limited edition deck of Refracted View 
walking cards. Come along and find out how to take part. Further 
details, plus a chance to share in the creative journey through a 
recorded podcast and online exhibition, can be found here: 
https://linktr.ee/ThreadandWord. 


Patrick S. Ford & Dr. Nina Yiu Lai Lei - Experience Mapping

Join Patrick and Nina in creating an experience map of this year’s 4WCoP event. While you are walking between 
activities, or walking as part of a scheduled event, take one or two photos, record the time it was taken, note down what 
activity is brought to mind at that moment (meditative or playful) and send it to the artists. All submitted data will be 
combined into a graphic map that represents the collective experience as a virtual location 
https://www.patricksford.com/experience-mapping. Come along to find out more. 

A Refracted View: An Introduction, E. Penfold

GAME ON! Welcome

Join us for a playful welcome to 4WCoP 2021.
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12:15 Richard Byrne, Clemence Debaig & David Upton - MOOZ 
Playing Out With Zoom

Is it possible to play real games over Zoom? How much do we really 
understand the platform, and how does it affect our interactions? 
What do we learn about ourselves if we try? How do we know if 
we're winning? Is Zoom safe to use for important things, like work or 
psychogeography? Why all these questions? Join the Mooz team in 
15 minute games, familiar and unfamiliar, and find out. Book ahead 
to receive a Zoom link. Game rules will be explained for those who 
don't know them already. Sessions will be recorded.

https://walkcreate.gla.ac.uk
https://linktr.ee/ThreadandWord
https://www.patricksford.com/experience-mapping
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15:30 Crab & Bee - Sharing the Walk

In this talk, Helen Billinghurst and Phil Smith advocate for a shift in the balance of 
agency in psychogeographical walking from human subjects to shared activism with 
unhuman players, including place-stories, subterranean networks and sites of 
rewilding. Noting the rising importance of ‘animism’, decolonialisation and challenges 
to anthropocentric perspectives, they will address the significance for walking arts of 
thinkers like Donna Haraway, Jane Bennett, David Abram and Simon O’Sullivan. The 
artists will illustrate this discussion with examples from their recent ritual games 
projects, including street shrine making, burning and indoor mapping.


16:00 Fiona Cullinan, kruse, Sheree Mack, Sonia Overall and Fiona Weir - How Women Walk 

How do women walk? We may covet visibility or invisibility, deal with extra restrictions, use props, make detours for 
safety or avoid certain areas, demographics, infrastructures or times of the day. We may walk together for solidarity or 
walk alone to escape. We may not walk at all. Join an interactive discussion to share your experiences of how women 
walk: the positive, negative, challenging and playful. (Men are welcome, but this is a session to hear the voices of women 
or those who identify as women.)

Zoe Chan - Sound and Vision: A Place Soundtrack

Visually capture four different musical styles in this playful walk to aurally explore your environment. Following Zoe 
Chan’s Spotify playlist, walk the same route to experience the environment differently and fully immerse yourself in your 
chosen place, comparing how each musical style is represented and interpreted in this one area. Alternatively, walk a 
different route for each musical style. You will need a Spotify account (free version available). Join in real-time on Twitter 
@ZoeTypelark, sharing your interpretations using #SoundAndVision and #4WCOP21. For more information, contact Zoë 
on Twitter or email zoe@typelark.com


15:00 Adrian Riley - The Psychogeography of Typography

How does the lettering on buildings around towns and cities define or determine a 
place? Does it subconsciously influence how we move around and respond to that 
environment? Join artist-designer Adrian Riley mixing up typefaces and traipsing with 
a focus on the West Yorkshire town of Dewsbury. Plus an opportunity for you to take 
a typographically-derived dérive in your locale.




Simon Bradley & Ursula Troche - Bing, Oh! A Climbing Frame for the Postindustrial Playground

How can we alter conceptions of landmarks, without leaving marks? Bradley and Troche offer a virtual tour into the past 
and future, taken from the perspective of a conical spoil tip near Crosby, Cumbria. Setting out from John Latham’s 
Niddrie Woman (1976) - a ‘process sculpture’ comprised of oil shale heaps called ‘bings’ in Midlothian -  the artists 
overcome obstructions and diversions to scale the vertiginous heights of ‘Bing Crosby’, shifting from the unbridled 
destruction fuelling 18th century capitalism to revegetating prospects of playful, intangible creation. 

This session will include a link to preview the artists' film.

Sharing the Walk, Crab & Bee 

Andrea Capstick - Playing About with Whiteley Turner: Psychogeography at a Crossroads

Whiteley Turner first published his book ‘A Springtime Saunter: Round and about Brontëland’ in 1913. Charting a four-day 
walk across the moors from his home in Mount Tabor, near Halifax in West Yorkshire, to Haworth, this first edition was 
published by subscription from local people.  One of them, Jonathan Priestley of Luddenden, was Andrea Capstick’s 
great-great grandfather. On the centenary of Whiteley Turner’s death, Capstick will repeat his Saunter, looking into the 
intersections between Turner’s life and times and those of her forebears with reference to specific geographical markers. 
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mailto:zoe@typelark.com
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18:10

18:30

20:30 Cadu Cinelli - Affected Routes: A Bicycle Ride and Story-telling Performance

In a 20-minute, online multimedia performance, Cadu Cinelli shares images from his hometown, Curitiba in Brazil, 
recorded on a pedal video. The city’s landscapes, sites and places become the characters and scenography for a live 
storytelling performance. The artist tells us stories about the city and its people: the ordinary lives that keep urban life 
vibrant and alive.  All stories are created, written and narrated by Cadu Cinelli.


Distributed Dance Body - Pocket 
Disco

An outdoor dance performance in four 
cities: Los Angeles, New York, Valencia 
and London. A 10x10 foot square is 
drawn with reflective tape and a 
battery-powered disco ball placed in the 
middle. Play dance music. Two “seeder” 
performers start the dance. Signage 
invites passers-by to join one at a time. 
Any newcomer continues the 
dance-dialogue with one of the seeders 
or another newcomer.


Richard Byrne, Clemence Debaig & David Upton - MOOZ Playing Out With Zoom

Is it possible to play real games over Zoom? How much do we really understand the platform, and how does it affect our 
interactions? What do we learn about ourselves if we try? How do we know if we're winning? Is Zoom safe to use for 
important things, like work or psychogeography? Why all these questions? Join the Mooz team in 15 minute games, 
familiar and unfamiliar, and find out. Book ahead to receive a Zoom link. Game rules will be explained for those who don't 
know them already. Sessions will be recorded. 


19:45 Babak Fakhamzadeh - Walking Roulette

You, as audience, will be the players of a live performance, directing a walker through a real-world maze: the spectacular 
city. The aim is to get the walker from start to finish, picking up power-ups, surviving for long enough to reach the finish 
line. Or not. Will he make it? It’s in your hands. To participate, you will need an internet-connected device. You can be 
anywhere.




Helen Garbett & Bill Laybourne - The Revolution Booth

The Revolution Booth is temporarily erected on the Monarch’s Way, a long distance footpath that traces the pursuit of 
Charles II across the English countryside in 1651. Passers-by are invited into the booth and respond to prompts that 
playfully inquire into the nature of revolution and their experience of contemporary revolutions in technology, identity 
and culture. Watch the artists’ short film documenting the project, then join them live online to find out more. 


17:00 Stefano Cossu, Elia Rita, Jody Oberfelder and Ute Villavicencio - Distributed Dance Horizons

Elia, Jody and Stefano met at a 4WCoP2020 ‘Soapbox’ presentation. They subsequently founded Distributed Dance Body 
http://distributeddancebody.net, a decentralized collective of creative individuals aiming to rethink dance club culture 
and challenge social relations encoded in the body language of club patrons. The panel will discuss DDB's philosophies; 
infiltrating dance floors; rethinking contemporary dance with a primitive mindset; breaking and making circles; Pocket 
Discos as autonomous dance party units; pervasive DIY; pandemic-time ‘socially distanced’ experiments by high-profile 
artists; post-pandemic opportunities to reshape social dancing - and being sweaty, ridiculous and untethered.
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Pocket Disco, Distributed Dance Body 

http://distributeddancebody.net
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14:00 Morag Rose - September First Sunday Derive with The LRM

Join Morag Rose and the LRM for a communal wander. Dérive instructions will be shared as follows: 1) Synchronous 
group chat on WhatsApp: to join send your number - and international code if outside the UK - no later than 2 hours 
before the start to mlrose@thelrm.org 2)Twitter @thelrm #Loiter4WCP 3) blog www.thelrm.org. 4) Facebook group "the 
loiterers resistance movement" and 5) if circumstances allow an in-person walk in Manchester UK (TBC).  Please look 
after yourself and others however you participate. In the week after 4WCoP, LRM will host a follow-up Zoom chat. For 
more details or to discuss any access requirements email mlrose@thelrm.org. 

Richard Byrne, Clemence Debaig & David Upton - MOOZ Playing Out With Zoom

Is it possible to play real games over Zoom? How much do we really understand the platform, and how does it affect our 
interactions? What do we learn about ourselves if we try? How do we know if we're winning? Is Zoom safe to use for 
important things, like work or psychogeography? Why all these questions? Join the Mooz team in 15 minute games, 
familiar and unfamiliar, and find out. Book ahead to receive a Zoom link. Game rules will be explained for those who don't 
know them already. Sessions will be recorded. 


13:00 Cadu Cinelli - Embroidered Landscapes

Before Covid-19, Cadu Cinelli travelled around giving live, bicycle storytelling performances. The landscapes, places and 
people of his home city - Curitiba in Southern Brazil - were within his storytelling bicycle pedals. Then, as the pandemic 
struck and lockdown took hold, Cinelli looked for ways to reinvent his performance. He began embroidering the stories in 
cartographies and recording audio. In this online talk, the artist will show some of his embroidered maps, tell some of 
their stories and share part of his creative process, demonstrating how narration and embroidery can weave for us an 
imaginary walk.


Gopal Dutta - Walking to See an MAYT

A site-specific walk led by the artist. For this face-to-face activity, registered participants need to meet at the Shepherd's 
Arms pub in Cowcliffe. From there, participants will walk together through Grimescar woods to find a ‘monumental 
ancient yew tree’ i.e. ‘MAYT’. This is one of only two trees in Huddersfield listed on the ‘Monumental trees’ database and 
is a truly awesome sight. Please allow 90 minutes for this activity.


10:00 Sonia Overall - Dift Deck Primero

A synchronous, online game of walking using a Drift Deck of cards for Psychogeographers. Play on Twitter: follow 
@soniaoverall and the hashtag #DistanceDrift to receive a series of card combinations to ‘play out’ by walking and 
exploring your immediate environment. Over the course of an hour, players will be dealt four hands, based on winning 
combinations for the 16th century card game Primero. Share your responses to the walk with other players, using text or 
image, by posting into the Twitter thread #DistanceDrift and #4wcop21.
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16:30

17:15

18:15 GAME OVER

Join us for the final session of this year’s Congress: we’ll tie up some loose ends, celebrate favourite good bits, and look 
forward to next year.

Anna Soper - In Her Footsteps: Recreating the Lost Herbarium of Catharine McGill Crooks

In the early 1860s Kate Crooks, a young Canadian botanist, created an extensive collection of dried botanical 
specimens. Based in Canada West (now the province of Ontario), Crooks collected native and introduced plant species 
alike, capturing a record of the region’s flora before industrialisation and urban sprawl. Just one of Kate Crooks’ 
botanical specimens appears to have survived the 150 years since her death, and Crooks is now unknown in Canada. 
Soper explores this fascinating woman of science and describes her quest to recreate Crooks’ lost herbarium.


18:00 Richard Byrne, Clemence Debaig & David Upton - MOOZ Playing Out With Zoom

Is it possible to play real games over Zoom? How much do we really understand the platform, and how does it affect our 
interactions? What do we learn about ourselves if we try? How do we know if we're winning? Is Zoom safe to use for 
important things, like work or psychogeography? Why all these questions? Join the Mooz team in 15 minute games, 
familiar and unfamiliar, and find out. Book ahead to receive a Zoom link. Game rules will be explained for those who don't 
know them already. Sessions will be recorded. 


Raphael Soifer & Madeline Avram Blount - Cartography

Create a Zoom-based dreamscape of an imagined city using found images, text, audio and other online detritus. 
Through sampling, this collective digital score will unfold in real time. Inspired by bricolage, Viewpoints, physical and 
online wanderings, participants will explore overlaps between individual and collective experiences of the urban 
spaces. After over a year of waking up to a global pandemic, what cities do we dream of inhabiting and making? 
Please bring along images, texts and sound to add to the mix; clip art, noises and assorted public domain junk will be 
provided.


15:30 Talem Collective - Skirmishes

Tamsin Grainger and Ursula Troche play out a feminist subversion of the 
ancient Scottish-English border skirmishes of cattle rustlers and border 
reivers, crossing the river Esk. The artists (a German woman from 
Maryport, England; an English woman from Edinburgh, Scotland) come 
together playfully to create a largely ephemeral artwork. They approach 
the boundary of the still-united kingdom on foot, with anticipation, 
carrying offerings (a sheep’s jaw, white flag, thread to sew up wounds). 
What do the possible futures look like? What of frontiers, Brexit, 
independence? What role do artists and women play in bringing two 
sides together?
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Skirmishes, Tallem Collective
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FILM Anton Hecht - Urban Maypole

A short film documenting Hecht's interventions, changing street furniture into maypoles. The project brings something 
normally associated with villages into the urban space. It uses similar tactics to the way people hack the city, or create 
urban play experiences, not unlike skateboarding and urban running. The artist looks at changing or adding to the 
affordance of a piece of street furniture; the intervention is momentary and disappears upon completion.


Helen Garbett & Bill Laybourne - The Revolution Booth

A film documenting the artists' site-specific project on the Monarch's Way footpath.


GAME Elspeth (Billie) Penfold - A Refracted View: Which Way?

Compete for a limited edition deck of Refracted View project walking cards! These delightful decks have been created 
with members from East Kent Mencap in collaboration with Thread and Word artists. Respond to the prompt and 
submit a photo by midday on Sunday 5th September. The winner will be selected by EKM members and announced at 
Sunday's Game Over closing session. The project hopes to trigger thoughts about environmental and social 
sustainability, where we live, how we live and how we might live.


Pink & grAy - Words in a Wood and Long Playing

In this short film the artists play at being Gilbert and George: hiding in the woods, playing with words, challenging each 
other to name a game. Playing time: 5 minutes.  



FILM Anonymous - Untitled Footage Anonymously Donated

4WCoP 'anonymously' received this mysterious video, which apparently shows secretly acquired footage of people 
exploring 'urban play tactics'. OBSC analysts suggest this took place in Brighouse, but fly posters have been seen 
elsewhere making grand statements that there are links with an unknown Berlin based collective. Sceptics say it is 
’vulgar visual fodder’ and some viewers have dared to make assumptions that the actions aim to encourage people to 
consider diverse topics through play.


FILM Pink & grAy - Long Playing

The artists are free to play in the woods unchecked, throwing stones, bashing with branches, changing the layout of the 
land, joyfully pretending they are Richard Long. Playing time: 15 minutes.

FILM Rachel Owens & Emily Inglis - The Junction

A trip through a landmark; entering beneath its arterial roads, lounging amongst its flyovers, hesitant in its dark 
underpasses, bolting from strangers into its feral woods. Taking cover and picking apples in the heart of Spaghetti 
Junction. Playing time: 3.5 minutes.

WALK Zoe Chan - Ambulatory Soundscape

Let your environment speak to you! Visually interpret different environmental sounds heard during your walk. For 
example, if you hear a river babbling or sploshing, do not photograph it, but instead photograph something around you 
that represents the sound of the river to you. Additionally, if you ‘feel’ a sound or aural echo of the past, document it in 
the same way. You can take part outside or inside. Share your findings on Twitter, Instagram and the 4WCOP Facebook 
page using #AmbulatorySoundscape and #4WCOP21. For more information, contact Zoë Chan on Twitter 
@ZoeTypelark or email zoe@typelark.com


WALK Adrian Riley - Typography DIY Walk

Take a typographically-derived dérive in your locale.

WALK

GAME

FILM

mailto:zoe@typelark.com
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We are raising money to meet costs for running 
the 4th World Congress of Psychogeography in 

2021 and beyond. Please donate as often as 
you can, by buying us ‘virtual coffees’ before, 

during and after the Congress! 
https://ko-fi.com/4wcop 


https://ko-fi.com/4wcop

